
Description of Issue Program Date/Time/Length Description/Local Relevance
Abortion Rights & The Surpreme Court Repeal of Roe v. Wade 

Flash Points 05.03.22/5:00PM/18 min Roe v. Wade on the Supreme Court Chopping Block: Democrats Useless in the Fight.
The Pacifica 

Evening News
05.04.22/6:00PM/17 min Thousands rally to support abortion rights; Governor Newsom says Democrats are losing the culture wars

UpFront 05.05.22/7:33AM/10 min California State Senator Nancy Skinner (@NancySkinnerCA) shares what our state is doing to respond to 
the impending loss of federal abortion rights, following the leak of a draft Supreme Court decision that 
portends the highest court plans to overturn Roe v. Wade.

The Pacifica 
Evening News

06.01.22/6:00PM/4 min Bay Area lawyers organize abortion defense project: San Francisco area lawyers pledge to defend 
people seeking and providing abortions from out of state prosecution

Talkies 06.14.22/11:00AM/47 min Real Stories on Abortion: Kris Welch presents Storytelling for Social Change: Right to Choose version 
with Joyful Raven and Laura Prives. In an excerpt from her solo show, Breed or Bust, Raven tells about 
her difficult reproductive “choices” contending with her primal baby making instincts. KPFA’s Laura Prives 
presents a spoken work piece about abortion through generations of her family and the shame that 
keep’s women stories about abortion in the closet.

As the Supreme Court is poised to rule on Roe v Wade the landmark decision legalizing abortion in the 
United states, KPFA is gathering your stories about abortion and reproductive health from the community. 
If you want to share your story anonymously or not, you can by calling 510-848- 6767 x 1973 or Direct 
messaging KPFA on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

We plan to gather these stories on a web page and may broadcast them or excerpts from them.We want 
to  hear how having this right and not having this right affects people’s actual experience. That’s the idea 
of Storytelling for Social Change, the power of the story is real.

Guests:
Laura Prives – Former Program Director and now Fund Drive manager at KPFA
Joyful Raven is a performer and writing and solo performance coach also know as a Story Midwife. She 
is performing, Breed or Bust this weekend at the Los Angeles Fringe Festival

The Pacifica 
Evening News

06.14.22/6:00PM/5 min Right to abortion may be enshrined in California constitution
The Pacifica 

Evening News
06.15.22/6:00PM/3:00 min Democratic Senators want Executive Orders to protect abortion: Democratic Senators call on President 

Biden to issue executive orders on abortion to help mitigate pending Supreme Court decision.
UpFront 06.16.22/7:08AM/21 min A look at SCOTUS’ summer of 2022: Rounding up what’s happened recently and what’s still to come at 

the Supreme Court. The heavily anticipated decision on Roe v Wade hasn’t come down yet, but there 
have been some other significant rulings. We discuss the latest and preview what’s to come with Mark 
Joseph Stern (@mjs_DC), a legal analyst and Supreme Court Correspondent for Slate magazine.

Flash Points 06.24.22/5:00PM/57 min Live from a rallies in diffrent cities in California: Roe v Wade Overturned by Right Wing Lead Supreme 
Court: Today on the show: The greatest setback in the history of US women’s rights, as the extreme right 
wing supreme court paves the way for the end of a woman’s right to choose, setting up the loss of the 
right to use contraceptives/the right to mix marry, gay marriage, and that’s just for starters. We’ll talk to 
women fighting back all over the country

Sunday Show 06.26.22/9:00AM/57 min Roe v Wade Is History



Letters & Politics 06.27.22/10:08AM/50 min The Founders Kept Abortion Legal: A History of Abortion in America with guest Guest: Geoffrey R. Stone 
is the Edward H. Levi Distinguished Service Professor at the University of Chicago. He is the author and 
co-author of many books on constitutional law, including Sex and the Constitution: Sex, Religion, and 
Law from America’s Origins to the Twenty-First Century.  His new book Social Media, Freedom of 
Speech, and the Future of our Democracy, coauthored with Lee C. Bollinger will be publisher in August 
this year.

Up Front 06.27.22/8:08AM/50 min Focus on abortion access and the meaning of the SCOTUS decision: Fallout from the Supreme Court’s 
decision that overturns a federally protected right to abortion access. We speak with Imani Gandy 
(@AngryBlackLady), Senior Editor of Law and Policy for Rewire News Group as well as co-host of the 
podcast Boom! Lawyered. Then, From a young person’s perspective, we speak with Beezus B. Murphy, a 
Seattle-area high school student and author of graphic novel My Mom Had An Abortion, who reflects on 
what it meant to learn of her mother’s choice.

Up Front 06.28.22/8:33/25 min State Senator Nancy Skinner (@NancySkinnerCA) discusses how California’s legislature is addressing 
abortion access, including enshrining the right to access in the state constitution.
+D8
Then, abortion access in California isn’t currently threatened, but the impact on clinics and providers will 
increase heavily from abortion seekers coming from out of state. We speak with Debbie Bamberger 
(@debbiebamberger) who is an abortion provider with Planned Parenthood in Oakland, who was the first 
Nurse Practitioner in to be trained for aspiration abortions in California, and has worked in the field of 
abortion care for 35 years.

The January 6th Attack and the House Select Committee's Investigation 
Up Front 06.03.22/7:08/21 min Previewing the insurrection investigation: On June 9th, next Thursday, the House Select Committee 

investigating the January 6th insurrection will begin public hearings, whose purpose are to produce an 
official account of what occurred. John Nichols (@NicholsUprising), Washington correspondent for The 
Nation and author of the book The Genius of Impeachment: The Founders’ Cure for Royalism, joins us to 
discuss. KPFA will also be covering the hearings live.

Up Front 06.08.22/8:18/35 min A look ahead at the capitol insurrection hearings: Congressman Jamie Raskin (@RepRaskin) who 
represents Maryland’s 8th Congressional District in the House of Representatives, and member of the 
House select committee investigating the January 6th, 2021, insurrection at the Capitol, joins us to 
discuss the upcoming hearings as well as his latest book, Unthinkable: Trauma, Truth, and the Trials of 
American Democracy.

Letters & Politics 06.08.22 /10:00AM/25 min A Preview of the January 6 Hearings: Guest: Adele Stan is  an award-winning independent journalist who 
has covered the U.S. political right for nearly 40 years. Her work has appeared in several publications 
including, Mother Jones, The New Republic, The Nation, and other major newspapers. Her upcoming 
longform essay on the QAnon-ing of Congress will appear at “The Forum,” a new web publication of the 
African American Policy Forum.

Up Front 06.09.22/ 8:08AM/21 min The public meeting of the House Select Committee to investigate the January 6th attack on the US capitol 
will begin at 5pm Pacific time this evening. Joining us is Andrea Bernstein (@AndreaBNYC), co-host of 
the podcast Will Be Wild about the forces that led to the January 6th insurrection. She is also author of the 
book American Oligarchs: The Kushners, the Trumps, and the Marriage of Money and Power. KPFA will 
be airing the congressional hearings over the next weeks live as they occur.

Pacifica Radio 
Special Broadcast 

06.09.22/5:00PM/3 hours Select Committee Hearing to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol Day 1
Sunday Show 06.12.22/10:00AM/58 min January 6th with  John Nichols
Pacifica Radio 

Special Broadcast 
06.13.22/7:00AM/4 hours Select Committee Hearing to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol Day 2



Letters & Politics 06.15.22/10:08//50 min The Politics and Process of the January 6th Investigation: Guest: Steven S. Smith is the Kate M. Gregg 
Distinguished Professor of Social Science and Director of the Weidenbaum Center at Washington 
University in St. Louis. He is the author or coauthor of numerous  books and articles, including Party 
Influence in Congress, The Senate Syndrome: The Evolution of Procedural Warfare in the Modern U.S. 
Senate, and Politics Over Process: Partisan Conflict and Post-Passage Processes in the U.S. Congress.

Pacifica Radio 
Special Broadcast 

06.16.22/10:00AM/4 hours Select Committee Hearing to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol Day 3 
Flash Points 06.16.22/5:00PM/20 min David Kay Johnston on Whether Trump Does Jail Or Walk Free After These Hearings: ulitzer Prize-

winning investigative reporter David Cay Johnston on the Donald. Will Trump finally be seeing the inside 
of a jail cell or will the walking one man criminal enterprise walk again?

Pacifica Radio 
Special Broadcast 

06.21.22/10:00AM/4 hrs Select Committee Hearing to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol Day 4
Pacifica Radio 

Special Broadcast 
06.23.22/12:00PM/4 hours Select Committee Hearing to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol Day 5

Pacifica Radio 
Special Broadcast 

06.28.22/10:00AM/3 hours Select Committee Hearing to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol Day 6

The Pacifica 
Evening News

06.28.22/6:00PM/7 min White House insider testifies about Trump’s actions leading up to the Jan. 6 Capitol insurrection

Mass shootings & Gun Control Meassures
Letters & Politics 05.26.22/10:00AM/35 min The Connections of the Gun Manufacturing, Colonialism, and Industrialization

Flash Points 05.31.22 /5:00 PM/26 min An in-depth look at the deadly attack in Texas and the Racist culture that guarantees that it will happen 
again and again: We’ll be joined by Writer, activist, professor, founder of Libros Trafficante, and author of 
the forthcoming book, The Tip of The Pyramid: Cultivating Community Cultural Capital.

The  Pacifica 
Evening News

05.31.22/6:00PM/7 min First two Uvalde schoolchildren laid to rest. President Biden meets New Zeland's Lucinda Arden to talk 
about gun safety and mass shooting prevention.

The  Pacifica 
Evening News

06.01.22/ 6:00 PM/4 min Domestic terrorism and the use of assault weapons in California. Mourners gather at the funeral of some 
of the victims at the Ubalde's Elementary school mass shooting 

Flash Points 06.02.22/5:00PM/26 min More on The Special History of the Robb Elementary School in Uvalde, Texas. The site of the recent 
deadly school massacre.

Flash Points 06.10.22/5:00 PM/45 min An In-Depth Look at the Deadly Texas School Shooting!
Sunday Show 06.12.22/9:30AM/25 min The Court at the Devil’s Gate with Marjorie Cohn.
The  Pacifica 

Evening News
06.14.22/6:00PM/9 min Republican leader Mitch McConnell endorses bipartisan gun safety deal. And, California lawmakers 

advance gun safety bills — including one to regulate gun ads directed at kids.
The  Pacifica 

Evening News
06.15.22/6:00PM/7 min Federal hate crimes charges for white supremacist arrested in Buffalo massacre. And House Democrats 

advance active shooter alert system.
The  Pacifica 

Evening News
06.23.22/6:00PM/5 min SCOTUS strikes down restrictive NY gun control law expanding the ability of gun owners to carry firearms 

in public
Up Front 06.28.22/8:20/12 min A new California State Senate Bill, SB505, would require owners of guns to purchase liability insurance 

that would cover how guns would get used. We’re joined by that bill’s sponsor, State Senator Nancy 
Skinner (@NancySkinnerCA), who represents District 9, in the East Bay.

 The War in Ukrainian 
Sunday Show 04.03.22/9:00AM/58 min War Without End, Amen with Sasha Abramsky
The Pacifica 

Evening News
04.05.22/6:00PM/4:00 min Ukraine’s President Volodymr Zelenskyy calls for Nuremberg style trials of Russian war crimes

Behind the News 04.07.22/12:05PM/53 min Global reconfigurations prompted by the invasion of Ukraine, and why we shouldn’t shut nuclear power 
plants with Vijay Prashad, journalist and historian, on the reconfigurations of global power prompted by 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and environmental economist and activist Charlie Komanoff, author of this 
Nation article, on why it’s a bad idea to shut nuclear power plants only to have them replaced by burning 
more fossil fuels.



Up Front 04.18.22/7:08AM/20 min Ukraine negotiations - Returning to the conflict in Ukraine, John Feffer (@johnfeffer), Director of Foreign 
Policy in Focus, discusses Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky’s latest statement about the limits of 
negotiations during the war as well as other updates including Russia’s position on the diplomatic talks.

Against The Grain 04.18.22/12:00PM/57 min The world is facing two existential threats, one acknowledged but inadequately addressed, and the other 
largely forgotten until recently: global warming and nuclear weapons. Scholar Michael Klare discusses 
the dangerous great power politics highlighted by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and their deleterious 
effects on nuclear proliferation and the struggle to slow the climate disaster.

Flash Points 05.02.22/5:00PM/19 min Why is Israel neutral on the War in Ukraine? And how to explain former Israeli Prime Minister, Bebe 
Netenyhau, close back-slapping relationship with Vladamir Putin

Behind the News 05.05.22/12:00PM/25 min An update on Ukraine: Anatol Lieven returns with an update on the war in Ukraine, and the US’s 
escalation of the conflict.

Up Front 05.09.22/ 7:08/21 min John Feffer (@johnfeffer), Director of Foreign Policy in Focus, joins us to discuss the latest developments 
in the conflict in Ukraine as Russia celebrates a holiday that commemorates the Soviet Union’s defeat of 
Nazi Germany in World War II

The Pacifica 
Evening News

05.12.22/6:00PM/3 min The U.N. Human Rights Council votes to investigate violations in northern Ukraine
The Pacifica 

Evening News
05.19.22/6:00OM/15 min More weapons and economic aid approved for Ukraine. Also, President Biden support Finland and 

Sweeden's joining NATO. And more on the Russian-Ukranian war.
The  Pacifica 

Evening News
05.31.22/6:00PM/9 min Ukraine to receive high-tech medium range rocket systems

The Pacifica 
Evening News

06.01.22/6:00PM/10min Russia says new U.S. missile delivery to Ukraine “fuels the fire” & Biden Administration announces 700 
million more in military aid for Ukraine

Sunday Show 06.05.22/ 10:00AM/58 min Who Are the Winners? with Andrew Cockburn
Up Front 06.14.22/7:10/20 min John Feffer (@johnfeffer), Director of Foreign Policy in Focus, discusses the latest developments in the 

conflict in Ukraine.
The Pacifica 

Evening News
06.23.22/6:00PM/3 min Anti-war protestors gather outside Barbara Lee’s office to renounce her support for a $40 billion aid 

package for Ukraine

COVID Pandemic 
Up Front 04.18.22/7:34AM/24 min Covid updates with Dr. John Swartzberg, clinical professor emeritus of infectious diseases at UC 

Berkeley’s School of Public Health, joins us to discuss the latest COVID science and answer listener 
questions.

Up Front 04.25.22/7:33/25 min Covid science with Dr. John Swartzberg, clinical professor emeritus of infectious diseases at UC 
Berkeley’s School of Public Health, joins us to discuss the latest COVID science and answer listener 
questions.

Up Front 05.02.22/7:33AM/25 min Covid updates with Dr. John Swartzberg, clinical professor emeritus of infectious diseases at UC 
Berkeley’s School of Public Health, joins us to discuss the latest COVID science and answer listener 
questions.

Up Front 06.06.22/7:34AM/24 min The latest in covid science: Dr. John Swartzberg, clinical professor emeritus of infectious diseases at UC 
Berkeley’s School of Public Health, discusses the latest COVID science and answer listener questions.

The Pacifica 
Evening News

06.14.22/6:00PM/3 min Security guards say they need risk pay after two years of COVID conditions
Sunday Show 06.19.22/10:00AM/58 min Covid Continues with Arthur L. Reingold  M.D.   
The Pacifica 

Evening News
06.23.22/6:00PM/3 min White House COVID-19 Response Team announces that the FDA has approved vaccines for young 

children
Up Front 06.27.22/7:33AM/25 min The latest in covid science: Dr. John Swartzberg, clinical professor emeritus of infectious diseases at UC 

Berkeley’s School of Public Health, discusses the latest COVID science and answer listener questions.



Inflation in the U.S. and the World 
Up Front 04.14.22/7:08/20 min Inflation hits 8.5% YoY. Dean Baker (@DeanBaker13) senior economist at the Center for Economic and 

Policy Research discusses inflation.
Against the Grain 04.20.22/12:00PM/53 min Who Pays for Inflation?  Rising rents, rising food prices, rising gas prices — the price of basic necessities 

has been going dramatically up. Pundits are wringing their hands, worrying about a return to the 
tumultuous 1970s, while the Federal Reserve has begun a series of interest rate hikes designed to slow 
the economy down, and potentially put people out of work. Political economist Sam Gindin discusses the 
need to fight capital’s plan to make workers pay for inflation — and to shift the debate to more radical 
demands for public ownership of production.

The Pacifica 
Evening News

05.04.22 /6:00PM/4 min Federal Reserve tries to tame inflation with hike in benchmark interest rate
Up Front 05.05.22/7:08AM/21 min Josh Bivens (@joshbivens_DC), director of research at the Economic Policy Institute discusses the Fed 

rate hike and shares his thoughts on how corporate profits have contributed disproportionately to 
inflation. 

Letters & Politics 05.11.22/10:08/35 min Richard Wolff On Everything You Need to Know About Inflation
Sunday Show 06.12.22 /9:00AM/25 min Inflation: As High as an Elephant’s Eye with Dean Baker

Up Front 06.15.22/7:08AM/ 21 min Federal interest rates to change:  It’s likely the fed will raise interest rates by three-quarters of a 
percentage point, which is the most severe hike since 1994, and this has wide ranging ramifications. We 
discuss the economy and how the interest rate hike will impact every-day people with Doug Henwood 
(@DougHenwood), an economic journalist and host of KPFA’s “Behind the News,” which airs Thursdays 
at Noon.


